
Holiday  Hosting 
Made  Easy

A How-To Guide.

Celebrating the holidays is meant to 
be fun, but sometimes the idea of 
hosting a party or entertaining 
friends and family can feel 
overwhelming. Fear not, this year is 
your year to tackle holiday hosting like 
a boss.
 
Welcome to your complete guide for 
holiday hosting tips & tricks, DIY decor and 
party planning ideas. 
 
 

 

holiday  hosting  made  easy 

Cocktail Party Essentials
How to Build a Tablescape for $30

C O N T E N T S  O F  O U R  H O L I D A Y  
I S S U E :
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cocktail  party 
essentials
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For those who are just 
dipping their toes into 
holiday hosting, cocktail 
parties are a great way to 
get started. Not only do 
they require less 
cooking, you also don't 
need a large space to set 
up a table. 
Find a place in your 
home that you can turn 
into a "bar cart", stock 
the bar, and have fun! 

Cocktail parties need a bar for a focal point, but that doesn't mean you have 
to have an actual bar in your home! Find a free table, shelf, bookshelf or 
cabinet and decorate it to make it pretty, festive, and functional.  
 
Here, we took an unused storage cabinet and cleaned it out. We 
placed twinkle lights inside, decorated the exterior with greens, 
and set up a bar! 

creating  a  space

add a
 little 

holiday 
"cheers"
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signature 
cocktail
idea

 
Make sure to stock your bar 
appropriately for your party. If 
you don't want to spend a ton 
of money on alcohol, we 
suggest picking one signature 
cocktail and then stocking up 
on beer, wine and soft drinks. 
This will cut down on your 
overall cost and create a fun, 
festive atmosphere for your 
guests. 

Depending on your signature cocktail, you will 
need to provide the appropriate glasses. If you're 
serving a whiskey sour, make sure to have smaller 
tumblers and lots of ice. If you're serving a martini, 
make sure you have pretty martini glasses.  If you 
don't want to buy glass, check out a party store for 
nice plastic ones. 
 
A good bar always has straws, napkins, and lots of 
little snacks. 

Tip: Personalize your 
party by getting custom 

printed napkins!

stocking  the  bar

Whiskey Cherry Crush
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bar spoon

hawthorne strainer

jigger

bottle openerparing knife
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1. Jigger

2. Bar Spoons

3. Hawthorne Strainer

4. Paring Knife

5. Bottle Opener

get  to  know  your  bar  tools

This two-sided measuring cup is a new mixologist's 
best friend. If you're looking to make the perfectly 
crafted cocktail, than nothing is more disappointing 
than one that tastes way too strong or too weak. You 
will typically find jiggers in 1/2-1ounce measurements.  
Use this tool to measure out your liquor for the best 
taste.

Bar spoons are long, skinny spoons used for lightly 
stirring and chilling spirit cocktails. Because spoons 
don't create bubbles, they're best used for clear 
cocktails like martinis. 

If you're taking your mixology to the next level, you're 
definitely going to want to break out your strainer. The 
coil fits perfectly into the top of a shaker, and works to 
strain out any muddled fruit, peels, or herbs in your 
drinks. 

A bottle opener seems like an obvious tool to 
have, but if you don't have one it could be a major 
mixologist faux pas. Be sure your bar is stocked 
with several so you never run out.

Every good mixologist needs a paring knife. Use for 
peeling citrus for garnish, or peeling off wrappers on 
wine bottles. 
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Holiday 
Tablescape

for $30
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Pull fresh ingredients 
from your meal to display 
on your table. We love 
artichokes because they 
add a natural element 
that looks beautiful and 
high end. 

Everyone loves floral arrangements, but 
flowers can be incredibly expensive, and 
they don't last very long. To save money, 
head to your grocery store florist and 
check out their greenery selection. Filler 
greens like ferns, eucalyptus, and ivy 
provide a stunning foundation to your 
centerpiece and are a fraction of the cost 
of their flowering counterparts. We 
picked up two bunches of ferns and 
Ruscus for $5 each for our foundation. 
We did pick up one bunch of white 
carnations for a floral element. These 
were also $5. 
 
 

We know you've seen those bloggers with 
their amazing table designs or those pretty 
Pinterest pins in your feed and thought to 
yourself, " I love that, but I don't have the 
time or money." We're here to tell you that 
you can create a beautiful, Pinterest-
worthy tablescape for as little as $30 and 
one trip to the grocery store! 

designing on a budget
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We love an organic feeling, so to add some color 
to our centerpiece we headed to the produce 
aisle. Our holiday menu includes several artichoke 
recipes, so we picked up three fresh artichokes at 
$2.29 a piece. We love the golden hue of Bosc 
Pears so we added two of those to our cart, at 
$.75 total.
 
To finish up our store run we needed to find 
lighting and some character. We decided on 
battery powered tea lights and one string of 
twinkle lights. You can use real candles if you're 
comfortable, but we opted for the safer version. 
Lights were $7.
 
For character we headed to the seasonal  section 
of the store. Most grocery stores will have an aisle 
(or sometimes near the florist) where you can find 
little knickknacks and seasonal decor. We picked 
up a bag of fake pumpkins, pinecones and squash. 
This added white, black, and brown to our table 
which work well for Thanksgiving, Christmas, 
Hanukkah or New Years. The bag was $3.
 
All in all, our table decor cost roughly $32.62!

every  beautiful 
tablescape  needs 

Color
Light
Depth
Character
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instructions

Building your table is the best part! There is no right or 
wrong way to do it, and the fun is in getting creative. 
 
We bought most of what we needed at the grocery store, 
but we still needed to add some depth. You want your 
table to have a few different heights to create visual 
interest. We found an old wooden box from a previous 
christmas gift, and an empty planter that was laying 
around. You can use whatever you find in your home: 
empty wine bottles, mason jars, old Reese jars (more on 
that later), baskets, etc. 
To start, break your greenery down into individual pieces. 
Start laying along the center of the table until you have a 
solid base. Next, start layering in your depth, character, 
produce, flowers, and twinkle lights. Once you're happy 
with the layout, you can put in the finishing touches with 
some tea lights!
 
If you're feeling extra fancy, add in some DIY candle 
holders for romance! (instructions below)
 
 

Greens
Flowers
Produce
Tea Lights
Twinkle Lights
Boxes,baskets 
or vases depth
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happy holidays
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